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Double Door Technology

Two fireplaces in one, the Phenix Green built-in zero clearance wood burning collection produced by Bodart & Gonay
of Belgium offers twice as much enjoyment with the innovative open and closed door option. With the door closed,
enjoy optimal heat output and a complete view of the fire; with the door lifted and open, enjoy the warmth and smell
of a crackling fire. This clever new technology provides double satisfaction and fire viewing pleasure within the
comfort of your home.
This distinct fireplace is available in three models: the Phenix Green 85 window measures 28”W x 19”H, the Phenix
Green 95 window measures 32”W x 19”H (shown above), and the Phenix Green 120 window measures 42”W x
19”H. All styles include special features such as the multi-ducting capability, which allows for heat transfer in up to
six additional rooms. The built-in outside air system uses 100% direct air intake, and the automatic thermostat keeps
the temperature steady.
The newly designed glass with a concealed door frame offers a seamless expanded viewing area; and an upward
lifting/forward tilting door feature makes it easy to clean the glass viewing window. Benefits include high efficiency
rates of up to 78% and low emissions due to the sophisticated burn system. The Phenix Green fireplaces are safety
tested to UL 127 standards in the U.S. and ULC S6610-M87 in Canada. They are also EPA wood burning fireplace
program qualified.
The Phenix Green fireplace stands up to its name with a standard of perfection unmatched by any other. The Phenix
Green wood burning fireplace is eloquent and distinguished and is a new addition that will warm your heart, your
body, and your home.

